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De-escalating bodies of teachers
Embodying non-threatening strength and authority
Moses Montefiore Academy is a high school for highly troubled students, most of whom display
violent and aggressive behavior towards each other and their teachers. I will use the documentary
about this school, 'Last Chance High', as empirical data to study how teachers use their own bodies
to regulate the population of student bodies.
In his book Bowen Paulle writes about the effect a violent incident has on his body. He is teaching a
class, when he is provoked and assaulted by a boy with a garbage can. Because of his fear and anger
in the moment, he finds himself unable to take rational measures. He writes “I did not consider
using my size, weight and strength advantage to push C away from Robert or out of the classroom.”
(Paulle, 2013: 94). Later that day when he is pranked by a student, who tries to mug him using a bit
of wood as a knife, he automatically reacts and finds himself twisting the arm of a pupil and hurting
him by his hard grasp. The situation of dealing with aggressive children triggered a stress response
that he was unable to suppress. (Paulle, 2005)

Image 1: Restraining anger

Image 2: Being Patient

The teachers in Moses Montefiore Academy might have the same initial stress response but react in
a measured and rational way. I think this takes a great deal of emotional labor (Hochschild in
Schild, 2012: 125 ). The teachers must control their fight or flight response (Paulle, 2005 ) and force
their bodies into a calmer state to deal with the situation accoring to protocol. Image 1-3 show
teachers engaging in different kinds of emotional labor needed to deal with aggresive children.

I3: Controlling fear

I4: Controlling anger

I5: Patience
The function of remaining calm is as Cottingham ( 2013: 89) describes: “By remaing calm, Thomas
avoids adding to the “many emotions” already present [..]” By remaining calm teachers prevent
making the situation worse, and it gives theman opportunity to think and respond effectively and
reflectively. The emotional labour here must be often repeated and become embodied, for the
teachers to be able to overcome their physical impulses in the moment of stress.

I6: The intimidating body as source of authority
The teacher-body plays a large role in responding and gaining control over disrespectful students.
The power struggle between staff and students plays itself out in micro interactions, just like the
power struggles between students described by Paulle (Paulle, 2013.) He writes about his own
experience “The situation seemed so focused on the somatic aspect of my being [..] making me
concentrate on my tough-guy-teacher-walk” (Paulle, 2013:97) Earlier in the chapter he describes
how the stance, bodily movements and calm of one boy gives him authority over another bigger
boy. According to Paulle this boy has learned to radiate authority and strength through his body.
The teachers in last chance high all display the body language of a “tough-guy-teacher”. For
example the stance of the teacher in image 6 is intimidating to the students and his body language
gives him authority. This teacher embodies the right kind of 'feel for the game' (Paulle, 2013; 89).
He is able to regulate a whole class of problem students on his own and they participate in his gym

class without resistance.

I7: De-escalating fights using the body

I.8 Controlling body of the other by using own
body

Unfortunatly often the tough-guy-teacher attitude is not enough to restrain students from fighting
each other, destroying property or behaving disrespectfully. Where Paulle (2013) writes that
because of his stress-reaction in the moment decribed above he does not think to use his own body
to control the situation, this is what teachers at Moses Montefore academy do regularly.Using their
bodies to de-escalate is part of their bodily capital. Made possible by their emotional labour, these
techniques are accumulated bodily labor as described in Wacquant (1995). One of the main ways
teachers use their bodies is to seperate student from each other physically. They use their bodies as
walls and restrain students in non-painfull ways from reaching each other. Image 7 and 8 give
examples of de-escalating a fight in this way.
It is important that this physical restraint is non-violent, and not angerily done. The resraint is meant
to eventually help the students cool down, and the bond of trust between teacher and student must
not be broken by fear of students for teachers. Breaking up fights is a combination of emotional and
bodily labour on the part of the teachers. The goal is to make the students feel safe and not
threathened by each other. For this reason making fighting physically impossible is an important
part of teaching at Moses High.

I9: Blocking with the body

I10: Blocking with the body

Blocking is also often used to prevent individual studnets from damaging prperty, make them
follow the rules and make them remain in class. This blocking technique makes acting out, gaining
an audience and acting on uncontrolled fear or anger much harder, as you are physically restrained
without getting the satisfaction of a fight or destruction. I prevents some of the problems described
by Paulle (2013) such as fighting to please an audience, and disrupting lessons to the point teaching
becomes impossible. See image 9 and 10 for examples of effective blocking.

I.9. Students imitating technique
An incident that i found particularly significant was an attempt of a female student, Crystal, to
imitatie her teachers in blocking a fellow student who was harrasing her, and her attempt to restrain
her feelings of stress. Unfortunatly her attempt failed as she has not yet the self control and learned
bodily capital to perform these techniques succesfully. But if more student learn to manage their
first stress reaction and some de-escalating techniques from experiencing them or observing them
from the teachers, this might make them feel safer, act more restrained and provide them with
capital they can use to integrate back into regular life.
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